Deciphering the Antitoxin-Regulated Bacterial Stress Response via Single-Cell Analysis.
Bacterial toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems, which are diverse and widespread among prokaryotes, are responsible for tolerance to drugs and environmental stresses. However, the low abundance of toxin and antitoxin proteins renders their quantitative measurement in single bacteria challenging. Employing a laboratory-built nano-flow cytometer (nFCM) to monitor a tetracysteine (TC)-tagged TA system labeled with the biarsenical dye FlAsH, we here report the development of a sensitive method that enables the detection of basal-level expression of antitoxin. Using the Escherichia coli MqsR/MqsA as a model TA system, we reveal for the first time that under its native promoter and in the absence of environmental stress, there exist two populations of bacteria with high or low levels of antitoxin MqsA. Under environmental stress, such as bile acid stress, heat shock, and amino acid starvation, the two populations of bacteria responded differently in terms of MqsA degradation and production. Subsequently, resumed production of MqsA after amino acid stress was observed for the first time. Taking advantage of the multiparameter capability of nFCM, bacterial growth rate and MqsA production were analyzed simultaneously. We found that under environmental stress, the response of bacterial growth was consistent with MqsA production but with an approximate 60 min lag. Overall, the results of the present study indicate that stochastic elevation of MqsA level facilitates bacterial survival, and the two populations with distinct phenotypes empower bacteria to deal with fluctuating environments. This analytical method will help researchers gain deeper insight into the heterogeneity and fundamental role of TA systems.